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Lakes and their plight in Namma Bengaluru
Evelyn Kandur

BENGALURU:
Namma
Bengaluru’s largest Bellandur
lake, near Suncity apartments,
caught fire on February 17,
2017. This is the second time
the lake has caught fire creating
chaos for people in and around
the city. Bengaluru once known
as the city of lakes has been a
victim of rapid urbanisation and
industrialisation, which has led
to unplanned urbanisation.
The NGT (National Green
Tribune) issued a notice
on,
February 22, 2017, to
various authorities in regard to
Bellandur Lake’s situation for
immediate action of the clean
up of the lake. Few of the lakes
that have become extinct are
Dharmambudhi tank, which now
is known as Kempegowda Bus
Station, the Challaghatta Tank,
which now is a place for KGA

(Yamalur weir) of Bellandur lake
caught fire and this created fear
and anxiety in the minds of the
people living in that area leading
to a major public outcry.
Sanchita Jha, a resident of
Bellandur, an IT employee has
started an online petition in
order for immediate clean up
of Bellandur lake as well as
the residents of Bellandur went
on the streets and has urged
the government from illegal
dumping, burning of garbage
and from the release of untreated
sewage into the lake.
Urbanisation at a very
high pace in Bengaluru, the
mismanagement
of
urban
waste water in particular and
other environmental process
accompanying
urbanisation
such as solid waste generation,
protection of natural stream flow
channels has been resulting in
pollution of most of the lakes.
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(Karnataka Golf Association)
Golf Course, the Koramangala
Tank is today a Sports Complex
and the Sampangi tank is now
a sports stadium to name a few.
Sadly, Bellandur is not the
only lake that has been in this
condition. Other lakes like that
of Varthur lake, Ulsoor lake,
Kundanhalli lake are in a grave
condition.
Dr T.V. Ramachandra, senior
scientist at IISc (Indian Institute
of Science) in his recent study
on Bellandur and Varthur lakes
shows how the untreated sewage
is being let into the lakes, which
contain phosphates and from
oil and detergents leading to
frothing in this lake.
On May 16, 2015, the froth
at the northern waste weir

Sherin George, a student of
Environmental Science said,
“The story of Bellandur lake is
a classic example of ‘use and
abuse.’ The remediation efforts
prove that it costs nothing to
preserve our natural water
bodies, to begin with.”
A report by the Karnataka
State Pollution Control Board
uncovered that the inflow of
untreated sewage to the lake had
prompted to the foam.
As of now, the residents
have demanded that the state
government and Chief Minister
Siddaramaiah respond to the
situation immediately and save
the lake. The High Court of
Karnataka has appointed two
senior IAS officers, Mahendra
Jain, Additional Chief Secretary

to
Government
(Urban
Development Department) and
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Froth at Bellandur lake

T.M.Vijay Bhaskar, Additional
Chief Secretary to Government
and Development Commissioner
(Forest, Ecology & Environment
Department) to look into the
matter and take restorative
measure and keep the lakes alive.
Bellandur and Varthur lakes
have been spewing toxic froth
after heavy mango showers in
the city, recently. The frothing
has been causing difficulty to the
commutators and the pedestrians.
The
BDA
(Bangalore
Development Authority) has
come up with a long term plan
of installing STP’s (Sewage
Treatment Plant), which will help
facilitate by receiving water from
the industries and other harmful
materials that damage the water
bodies. The short term measures
are by installing aerators which
will, in turn, enhance the water
quality etc.
The need for urban planning
and scientific methods for
restoration
of
freshwater
bodies and lakes need to be a
high priority for sustainable
development of Bengaluru.
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under the control of private
or business developments and
developments in the region of
water bodies have prompted the
consumption of the city’s water
table to add on.
On March 22, 2017, Varthur
and Bellandur lakes were visited
by the Chief Secretary of the
State, Subhash Chandra Kunthia
along with BDA Commissioner
Rakesh Singh and other
authorities
and
discussed
various ways for protection and
restoration of the lakes in the
city.
Recently,
two
foreign
companies, Tahal Group from
Israel and Bluewater Bio a UK
based firm whose expertise in
water body management have
proposed a project worth 400
crores.
This plan might be executed
in due course of time as
stated in the press release
for, ‘purification of water in
Belandur Lake, Bengaluru,’
which has been receiving a lot
of mixed responses and opinions
from various environmentalists.
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Drug usage increasing at a fast pace in the City

Derrick Alex
BENGALURU: With the report
provided by Narcotics Control
Bureau Ministry of Home
Affairs, Government of India
in June 2015, gives a clear
picture of prevalence of drugs
catching up like a wildfire in
Bengaluru especially among the
youngsters who get attracted to
these substance. The number
of patients are increasing in the
rehabilitation centres.
The increase in number of drug
related crimes and rehabilitation
centres give a clear picture of the
increase in the number of users
in the city. Even though the other
problems to be considered would
be the health and social problems
related to drugs.
The reason behind using drugs
could be the curiosity of the
users towards drugs. The drug
abusers are increasing due to
many reason, mostly depending
on the easy accessibility towards
different kinds of drugs. Recent
studies have shown that the
major population of drug abusers
are street children, teenagers
and people working in the IT
companies especially.
The Bengaluru Forum for
Street and Working Children in
collaboration with the National
Institute of Mental Health and
Neurosciences
Drug Abuse
Prevention Programme was
launched in October, 1996 by,
Bengaluru to have a count on
the drug related problems and
the increasing cases of drugs
usage in the city. There is a huge
growth of Bengaluru’s drug
addiction centres, which are

addicted to find a temporary
solution to get rid of their
problems for temporary period,
stress and emotional problems,
which can have a major impact
on their life. Depression amongst
youth in Bengaluru has risen
steadily over the past 5 years as
stated in a report from 2012 by
Amelia Shepherd-Smith.
Anoop Syriyaz a social worker
in a De addiction centre in the
City said, “90% of the patients
who come to the centre are
mostly motivated to undergo
rehabilitation by their family
members and well wishers and
10% of the patients are motivated
to recover from their addiction by
medication and treatments. Most
of whom are teenagers addicted
to cannabis, middle aged people
in their 30s who are addicted
to opium. We have more than
hundred patients visiting us in
the Out Patient Department. We
charge them for their treatment
according to their capacity and
their financial status. For patients
below poverty line, we charge Rs
5 per day for the bed and provide
medicines for free of cost and
above poverty line depending on
the benefits like deluxe room and
so on. I can say there is a rapid
increase in the drug users in
Bengaluru, by the increase in the
number of patients approaching
us on a daily basis.”
Another recovering addict
Moses said, “There are new
types of drugs every single day
and maximum users are the
students and the unemployed,
people from well to do families.
Now party drugs are easily
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basically based on the Narcotics
Anonymous and Alcoholics
Anonymous models.
A study
conducted
in
2007 revealed that 23% of
Bengaluru students are on drugs.
Unfortunately, the largest section
are the street kids in Bengaluru
who suffer from drug addiction.
Last year, G. Parameshwara
Home Minister, revealed there
has been a huge increase in the
number of drug abuse cases as
their numbers have shot up from
279 in 2014 to 498 in October
2016, which gives a clear picture
of huge increase in the numbers,
which indicates the increase in
the usage of drugs in Bengaluru.
Most of the drug users get

accessible and anybody can
get it. Earlier MDMA and LSD
were not available to everyone
but now it has become common.
And there is a new drug called
‘Synthetic Cannabinoids’, which
has entered the city and people
are just flipping over it. Youths
above age group of 18 and up to
25 are the ones who are affected
majorly. Due to which they end
up in a mentally unstable state
and short-term memory loss,
which even affects their health
physically. They get attracted
due to peer pressure, influence,
social acceptance among friends,
which could be acceptance
against his/her own will.”
The damages caused to one’s

body physically and mentally is
really high. These days people
use drugs as entertainment, most
of the drugs used have long
term and short term effects on

people working, were under
drugs, it’s not that I’m pointing
at the flaws but the usage is more
as compared to before in the city
say before 5 or 6 years back and
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the mental health of the user, he
added.
In the current situation, it
is a difficult task for youth in
Bengaluru to overcome these
obstacles. But according to the
statement showing crimes by the
Bengaluru City Police the crime
rate under the Narcotic Drugs
and Psychotropic Substances
(NDPS) Act, 1985 has reduced
from 69 cases in 2015 to 6 cases
in 2016.
Nayeem, another recovering
addict said, “Youngsters in
Bengaluru are getting more
addicted, everywhere. You will
find them smoking up, especially
in my locality there are more
youths and kids getting addicted
to drugs, which is really not a
good sign.”
According to The Hindu,
Bengaluru City Police reported
seizing nearly 269 kilograms of
illegal drugs in 2016. Opium,
heroin, cocaine, ketamine, and
ephedrine were the top drugs,
which were seized. Officers of
NCB, Bengaluru Zonal Unit
seized 1.201 kg of cocaine, 8.5
kg of Cannabis, 165 blot papers
(1.66 gram) of LSD in the month
of February 2016 alone.
Raghav (name changed) from
a well know college from central
Bengaluru told the Communique,
“Students do smoke up during
college and come to college.
Some smoke up the whole day
thinking it’s too cool since
everyone does it and they don’t
have a problem with it. And
some smoke up so that they are
accepted among their friends
circle or a social group. It’s not
only in my college, but other
colleges as well where students
smoke weed regularly.”
Matthew, an employee from a
well reputed MNC said,” When
I first joined my company, my
perspective was totally different
and as time passed, I came to
know that more than half the

the age at which they are starting
is also very young, it has become
common among the employees
and you are treated as an outcast
in case you don’t do what they
are doing.”
He further added, “Everyone
uses different kinds of substances
to keep themselves active and
finish their work. They stick to
their work, but for them after
they finish their work and scoot
off, they need a substitute. They
find working easier when they
are high on something. When
they are on upper end drugs like
MDMA which does not let you
sleep, they work, go back home,
do not sleep and come back to
work. Routine changes, appetite
is lost and it messes up their
health.”
Abhishek,
a
corporate
employee said, “People here
have different kinds of groups
according to their choice of
substances/drugs
and
the
companies do not care if they are
spoiling their health as long as
the company’s work is done and
they are earning profit. There are
people in higher position in the
company supporting the people
who do drugs because they
might be the revenue generator
in the whole team or department.

Baby Blues

Sometimes they even cover them
up because they do not want to
lose the revenue generator. But
frankly speaking they do not
give a damn about their health
apart from just paying for the
insurance. Basically they drain
everything that comes as a profit
and ignore the main factor which
is the life and health of the person
who could have been saved in
many ways.”
There are more than 150
rehabilitation centres set up in
Bengaluru.
And
websites
like
Deaddictioncentres.in are online
platforms to help people from
all over India find relief and
treatment for their addictions,
also helps in finding information
on de addiction.
After the raid of a house at
Kannur Bengaluru on December
19, 2016, 117 gram of cocaine in
liquid form was seized.
The NCB team is said to have
seized 41 kgs of cannabis from
the possession of four people on
February 3, 2017 at K. R. Puram
Railway Station Bangalore.
Kingpin of this drug trafficking
network, a lady of 40 years of
age was also among the arrested
people.
She used to get the drugs
consignment from AndhraOdisha border area and used to
supply drugs to the drugs-dealers
of Bangalore and Kerala with
help from one of her relatives.
Rs 47670 in cash was also
seized, according to the NCB
Facebook page.
Even though there are
awareness programs created
by many organisations, NGOs
and civil societies, the trend to
use drugs among the city street
children, students and middle age
youths is taking a multiplication
effect.
The street children opt for
lower price drugs, the cannabis
are widely used by the students
and easily available and elite
people use upper level drugs
like LSD, MDMA, cocaine and
many more.
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Anu Life making the best out of waste for a living

Ritika Raheja

BENGALURU: A group of 11
women from ANU life earn their
living by recycling used juice
tetra cartons and making useful
products for sale.
ANU life is a group formed
by self-employed women from
a slum, Janakiram Layout in
Bengaluru. ANU life was earlier
the ANU Unit, and as a part of
outreach and rural exposure by
the students of Christ University,
they
chose
economically
backward women in rural areas
and trained them for 3 months.
The juice tetra packs are bought
for Rs 10 per kg. They are first
washed and cut open and dried
under the sun. Then they are cut

The products that they make
have a wider market in America.
They also have volunteers from
Netherlands who come visit
them and help them with social
media promotion. Mary Ann,
coordinator of the group said,
“They help us by making people
aware about the kind of work
we do and the different products
available. Foreign volunteers
who come to visit us also help us
with our sales as we don’t have
a good market in India because
people here say that why should
we pay so much for bags made
out of juice packets.” Apart from
used tetra packs, they also use
cement and rice sacks to make
products which range from Rs
150 to 2000.

Exhibition of products made by Anu life

into equal sizes; the pieces are
arranged according to colour and
woven into final products. Some
of the products that they make
include bags, clutches, mobile
pouch, wallets, laptop bags, belts
and laundry and toy baskets.
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ANU life is a non- profit trust
that empowers women to be
entrepreneurs and encourages
them towards having a positive
ambition towards life. Apart
from making these products,
women who work here also

handle the business related tasks
such as purchases, stocks, billing
and accounts.
It was started in the year
2010 with an aim of setting up
a profitable business for young
mothers from slums in Janakiram
Layout in Bangalore. These are
women from slums with very
less or no education and with
almost no chance of making their
own careers.
They have now picked
up necessary social skills,
Mathematics and English to run
their enterprise. “The women
who work here are illiterate and
for us, the workplace is more
like home where we work and
chat and have fun,” said Mary
Ann. The group is also looking
forward to expand its market
for their products in the online
shopping sites like Flipkart and
Amazon. These women have
set an example for empowered
women who can support
themselves and their family and
children with limited resources
by using their creativity skills.
The Janakiram Layout consists
to 2500 households and every
household in this slum consists
of at least 3 adults and 3 or more
children and a total earning
among them is less than Rs
6000 per month. Schooling is
expensive which makes financial
conditions worse. Yet, these
young and independent women
work with their creative skills
to give their children a good
education.
Earlier the group consisted
of 20 women who had to
discontinue from work due to
personal family problems or

pressure from their husbands.
With an initial attendance of

Women of Anu life at work

3 women, at present the trust
consists of 11 women working to
make a life worth living for their
families and children.
These women are the only
financial source for their family
since their husbands’ are
alcoholic and drug addicts.
Mary Ann said, “We are
planning on expanding our
market to a larger audience but
these women have other family
problems to deal with. Their
husbands don’t go to work and
the entire responsibility comes
on them.”
These women manage their
work along with looking after
their children at home; they
work for around four hours in
a day. Though the women are
struggling to keep their business
aloft, this hasn’t deterred them
from doing their bit.
The workplace for these

women is just a small room in
the slum where they also incur
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rental and electricity charges.
“Our bags are priced high
because our expenses are more
than our income but people say
paying so much for a bag made
out of used tetra packs is not
worth it,” she added.
They chose to name their team
as ANU life because their first
customer was named Anu and by
life they mean giving a new life to
women in the slums. Apart from
volunteers from Netherlands,
Sweden and Germany, a young
fashion designer from Bengaluru,
Devika Krishnan also helped
them with the designing of the
products.
The slum that they live in has
2500 households of which 85%
of the people are below the
poverty line.
Most of the men and women
with jobs earn only Rs 30 a day
for their daily needs.
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Justice delayed or is it
justice denied?

Since the beginning of times, the lower strata of the society has
been facing discrimination in many ways, especially that of their
social-economic conditions. India is a traditional society. It has
a diverse element on the premise of which it is guaranteed that
truly the procedure of progress has been moderate, one of its basic
elements is the presence of structural framework.
The pourakarmikas in this case in Bengaluru have been protesting
for their rights and as well as a life with dignity from the government,
particularly from Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BBMP).
They work in inhuman conditions and are not given basic amenities
that is required to perform their duties. This has led to many health
problems for both men and women. The rights they own is taken
for granted by hegemonic authorities and the pourakarmikas do
not have anyone to whom they can voice out their problems or
govern the discrimination going on in the system. Though under the
Constitution there are certain rights that protect this class of citizens.
The citizens have become passive spectators, with no active
participation in regard.
The State in regard to the life of pourakarmikas should empower
them by amending certain laws and policies that help in smooth
functioning of their organisation along with the government.
Thereby, this might provide certain relief and help in the welfare of
the subjugated strata of the society.
The Union has urged the residents of Bengaluru to be a little
concerned and follow certain rules by segregating garbage, not to
dump solid waste and other similar waste in the drainage, things
like covers, cups, cigarette butts should not be dumped on the road,
avoid spitting on the roads and walls, any incidents against the
pourakarmikas should be reported directly to the BBMP officials in
the locality.
The citizens have become passive spectators, with no active
participation in regard. The issues for the Pourakarmikas ought to
wind up distinctly, prime significance for the overall population and
government as these pourakarmikas serve the general public and
people in general at most honestly evacuating the rubbish and clearing
the boulevards and cleaning open toilets are playing as noteworthy
commitments to the community keep up and cleanliness.
Still, most of the pourakarmikas are unaware of their rights and
constitutional safeguards. The pourakarmikas are leading pathetic
life especially sweepers under the contract system are exploited.
They are not given equal wages compared to that of the permanent
workers. The contractors in various wards have threatened the
workers that if they ask for minimum wages the contractors would
no longer be interested in the contract and would abandon them like
that of Lakshmipathy Manjula’s case.
The pourakarmikas everyday routine demands for them to sweep
and segregate the dust into wet and dry waste and dump it into the
trucks. This has been seen throughout the country. Though they do
not get the amenities they deserve they keep going on with their work
to support themselves and their families. The fact that government
has done nothing and the treatment meted out to the pourakarmikas
by the State and the Government is what shocks the citizens. The
contractors who have been in charge of the pourakarmikas have
been their greatest exploiters. The result of this exploitation has led
to many problems that they are unable to get their basic needs of
food, clothing, shelter and health. The officials and the contractors
do not care for the law. They violate the law with impunity and force
workers to work in such inhuman and unhygienic conditions.
As the lives of these workers are snatched away, citizens and the
civil society and the bureaucracy remain unaffected. The practice of
manual scavenging by the pourakarmikas continues to exist till date
in various parts of the country and the existing laws have not proved
adequate to eliminate the evil of the pourakarmikas.
The state in regard to the life of pourakarmikas should empower
them by amending certain laws and policies that help in smooth
functioning of their organisation along with the government.
Thereby, this might provide certain relief and helps in the welfare
of the subjugated strata of the society as well as rehabilitate them to
a life of dignity.
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Pourakarmikas and their struggle for justice continues
Evelyn Kandur
BENGALURU: In the recent
past, the civic workers known
as pourakarmikas have been
struggling for justice in their
field of work.
On March 8, 2017, on the
occasion
of
International
Women’s day, the BBMP Guttige
Pourakarmikara Sangha (BBMP
Contract Pourakarmika Union
affiliated with AICCTU) went on
a strike and held a large rally to
intensify their ongoing struggle
for a life with dignity.
The contract pourakarmikas
face oppression from so many
vantage points, they continue to
emerge as a strong force against
caste hierarchy, patriarchal
oppression, and the advancing
privatisation of state agencies.
Their
determination
can
only be admired. Without the
hard, back breaking work that
pourakarmikas do to keep the
city of Bengaluru function,
there would be rampant health
epidemics in the City.
The overwhelming majority
of pourakarmikas are women,
and 97% of pourakarmikas are
from the Madiga community- a
Dalit community that has been
historically forced to do the dirty
work that the dominant caste
have refused to confront.
Every day about 29,000
pourakarmikas have allegedly
faced injustice and abuse at
the hands of contractors, the
government and the society.
They pick up rotting garbage,
animal carcases and human waste
with their bare hands- cutting
themselves on razor blades and
being forced to handle every
medical waste, used diapers and
so on.
In addition, pourakarmikas
are also routinely insulted by
residents- the very people who
benefit from their work-ma they
are denied water, cursed and
abused, and treated without any
dignity. Pushing the rickety carts
day in and out through one’s
streets takes its toll on their
health. In addition, women face

a lot of discrimination.
They have no recourse to any
kind of redressal, there are no
workplace sexual harassment

Protest for pourakarmikas

committees as mandated by law,
and neither can they afford to
take legal route because of the
highly insecure nature of their
contracts. Any form of individual
protest puts them at immediate
risk of abuse and loss of their
jobs. In addition, as women in
public spheres, they are denied
privacy, security, and even a
space to relieve themselves. Or
the relentless nature of work that
they are excepted to do, they
barely receive anything remotely
resembling a livable wage.
They
are
systematically
denied payments and those that
do receive money usually only
get Rs. 7000 per month, a mere
fraction of the Rs. 14,400 that
they are legally entitled to- a sum
that itself was ascribed many
years ago through struggle.
Faced with all these injustices,
many Pourakarmikas in the
city have decided that they are
no longer willing to suffer in
silence, and are fighting for a life
with dignity despite the risk of
dismissal.
They have achieved much
success in their fight so far,
including back payment of 10
months wages for some workers,
an increase in the minimum
wage, a promise to provide
improved carts and a provision
of breakfasts in some areas.
Keeping all these things in
mind, the BBMP Contract
Pourakarmikas Union, organised

ARTIST- SHIVANGEE

a strike and rally for their rights
and against caste and gender
oppression on International
Women’s Day.
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On March 3, 2017, students
from various colleges in the City
joined the protest at Town Hall,
Bengaluru to raise their voices
against the ill treatment of the
pourakarmikas. Addressing the
crowd, Padmavati G, BBMP
Mayor said, “If you stage a
protest against the Government
or the BBMP, I will not stand
it.”
The
pourakarmikas
put
across certain demands to
the government, like that of
immediate payment of revised
minimum wages, constitution of a
committee comprising of BBMP
officials, Union representatives
and civil society organizations
to look into the conditions of
these workers including working
and living conditions, regularize
the workers until which time
the contract system should be
abolished and workers should
directly be paid by the BBMP,
basic amenities like drinking
water, masks, rest rooms, toilets
etc.
Speaking to the Communique,
Sumitra H, a pourakarmika said,
“It has been three months. We
need our money. We are just paid
Rs 6750. With that money I need
to maintain my family as well
as pay rent as I don’t have my
own house. We need the money
ascribed that is Rs 14, 400. We
are not getting what we need
too.”
Lakshmipathy Manjula, a
pourakarmika of Indiranagar,
on the other hand, voiced out
her anger, “We are not given
masks, jackets, gumboots, let
alone brooms. We need to invest
money and buy it ourselves to
keep the areas clean. Even if the
vehicle carrying garbage has an
issue, we need to pool in money
and fix it.”
“Ten of us used to work in the
ward, I have been working for 9
years now, Pandu the contractor
denies that we have been
working for nearly four-five
years under him. Thereby we
got our provident fund for just
one year. This is just unfair. They
make us roam pillar to post to get
our own money,” she added.
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A conversation with director Lingadevaru
Shivangee Dasgupta

B E N G A L U R U : B y a l a k e re
Shivananjappa Lingadevaru is
an Indian television and film
director .
He is known for his films Naanau
Avanalla, Avalu, Mouni and
Kaada Beladingalu, which have
got National awards. Naanu
Avanalla Avalu got two National
awards. It was also the first
Kannada film to get a National
award for make up.

started bothering me emotionally.
The way they operate, their lives
and other factors became close to
my heart. The book affected me
quite deeply and I even ended up
crying after reading a few
incidents.
I have always believed that

Why
did
you
choose
this particular theme of
transgender for your film?
In 2009, a news broke out in
Hebbal, which actually went Lingadevaru
viral that transgender people
PHOTO- indianexpress
forcefully converted a school
boy. Hebbal is on the way home whatever is close to the heart,
for me.
whatever is humane is much
Then I kind of got curious more important than whatever
about transgender community is scholarly or intellectual or
itself as to why they are out of intelligent. After that I ultimately
the mainstream society and decided to make a film on them.
have remained an “unknown
Therefore, I started reading
world”, “unknown desert” and and knowing more about them.
why would they do anything to Then I met Revati, a transgender
anyone, was it possible for them who is quite famous. The book
to convert anyone? etc. Hence I read was Vidya’s, who was
I thought I should explore this from Chennai. So, it became
incident and issue at large.
difficult for me to meet and
At the same Kannada Prabha interact with her. After that I
published about a serial called met Revati who helped me and
‘Naanu Avanalla Avalu’ (which I got to know much more about
can be roughly translated, as I am their community, which is fully
not he but she) which was later unknown and neglected by the
published as a novel as well.
outer world. It was an eye opener
I used to follow this serial for me.
with a lot of dedication and then
The way they are, the way
around 2009 I decided to make a they appear to the outer world,
film on transgenders.
the way outer world see them,
the way they behave with them,
How did you start and go the way they are perceived, their
about it?
families, how do they treat them
The whole book in general etc.
and certain chapters in particular
After getting to know so much

about them I took up the idea of
making a film on them, quite
seriously as, that’s the only way
I could help them.

What were the difficulties
you faced ?
I cannot say that I faced a lot
of difficulties. Because I enjoyed
all the movement and was
comfortable and got educated a
lot. There were some minor
issues, but the work went on to
be smooth.
All the actors in the film were
not even trained artists. But they
all worked hard and did a great
job. I met a lot transgenders, none
of them made me uncomfortable.
I had some issues in shooting
the film in Pune. There is a
transgender community there.
I did not feel very comfortable
there. But as a whole the people
were very helpful.
The most important thing was
about developing trust and you
need to be frank and genuine
with them. I convinced them that
I would not do any harm to them
and became friends with them.
What kind of feedback did
you receive?
Commercially the film did not
do that well, but that was not my
aim. This is my third film for
which I got a National award. I
wanted people to be aware about
the transgenders world and
understand them. People said
that they had never imagined of a
world like this. Many people
came out of the theatre crying.
Eminent film personalities like
Ramesh Arvind (a very popular
actor/TV host/director) praised
the movie a lot. In his comment
in the Indian Express he said that
any film studies student should

and must watch it.

5)How far was your film
helpful for their community ?
The VC of Tumkur University
said that the movie changed his
perception
about
their
community. Having sympathy
towards them is different and
giving them their rights is
entirely different. The latter is
want they are actually in need of.
After so many years of
Independence, still the country
has not shown any progress
towards jobs for transgenders.
What is your take on it?
95% of them are uneducated.
Generally transgenders drop out
of high school. There is hardly
anyone who reaches PUC. They
can barely manage to
get
supporting staff jobs and earn
seven to eight thousand.

Chennai. But sadly, the examples
are limited.
Strong films with social
causes. Can it change the
mindset of people?
Film is a very strong medium
and it also plays a large role in
disseminating culture.The way
we speak, eat, dress etc.
We tend to imbibe what is
shown in cinema, which comes
from all over the world, hence
it influences us in many ways at
different stages.
Now cinema is not confined to
theatres solely. Not it is at your
finger tips.
Today anyone can get any film
at their finger tips. When one
subjugates themselves to films,
it depends on them how they
perceive it.
When my cinema was screened
in Udupi, there was a short
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Education becomes a major
hurdle for them to get jobs.
The whole issue boils down to
one point and that is societal
acceptance.
There was one transgender
who was a principal of a school
at Kolkata. Unfortunately she
had to resign due to lack of
support. There is also a working
transgender
journalist
in

interaction. 4-5 transgenders
told me that after watching
the film, they continued their
eduction, which was previously
discontinued by them.
This one example was enough
to show that cinema can change
people’s mind and how deeply
can it effect one. To take back
good or bad is completly left to
the audience’s choice.

on the basis of caste.
Achuth Kumar steals the show
with a brilliant performance and
Kiran Nayak does an equally
good job as the social activist
who puts his heart and soul for
a social cause. Newbie Hemanth
too delivers a fine performance.
Cinematographer
Kiran
Hampapura once again gives the
audience good visuals to support
the story and Abhilash Lakhra
and Joel Dubba’s music goes
hand in hand with the narrative
and screenplay of the film.
There are certain loopholes
in the making of the film. For
example, during a scene which
shows the deceased body of a
young boy, the boy is clearly
seen blinking and moving
slightly which brings down the
depth of the scene.
The execution of certain scenes
and the screenplay could have

been much better. Although these
faults exist, one could choose to
ignore them and applaud this
courageous attempt to deliver
truth to the audience.
Cast: Achuth Kumar, Kiran
Nayak,
Hemanth,
Ninsam
Ashwath, Vaishali Deepak
DOP: Kiran Hampapura.

Amaraavathi, questions the entire system of our society
Aishani Shetty

BENGALURU: Amaraavathi
is another feather on the cap for
director Giriraj BM of Jatta and
Mythri fame. The director who
has always dealt with strong
concepts in his films, does the
same with Amaraavathi. Giriraj
BM makes a good attempt
trying to portray the plight of
the pourakarmikas and manual
scavengers.
The story revolves around
Chenna (Hemanth), a student
and son of a manual scavenger
Shivappa (Achuth Kumar) who
wants to make a documentary on
the life of the pourakarmikas. Paul
Nagraj (Kiran Nayak) is a social
activist who actively fights for
the rights of the pourakarmikas
in order for them to lead a life
of dignity. The plot takes an
ugly turn when a clash arises

between the pourakarmikas and
the government officials.
Amaraavathi attacks the issue
right at the core and questions
the entire system and also makes
an invidividual question oneself.

face masks.
It is a brave attempt by director
Giriraj BM as he deviates from
the subjects of mainstream
cinema in order to portray the
ugly truths of the society we live

PHOTO- AMARAAVATHI TEAM

It is a powerful film that exposes
hegemonic power.
The director makes the
audience aware of the basic
amenities that pourakarmikas are
deprived of. These include boots,
hand gloves, safety glasses and

in. He sheds light on the practice
of manual scavenging that still
takes place, woman abuse and
rowdyism. The film also deals
with various issues that revolve
around the pourakarmikas,
which includes discrimination

logicalpuzzle.com
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(Mis)Conceptions about classical Indian dance form
Meghasri MS
BENGALURU:
Indian Art
forms are one of the most ancient
art forms know to humanity. They
are also one of the most ancient
forms that are still practiced.
Dance, music and sculpture
dance are considered to be the
‘Panchama Veda’ i.e the ‘fifth
Veda’. But, most of the scholars
argue that it is ‘dance’ which is
the fifth Veda, hence it is called
the ‘Natya Veda’.
Natya Veda is said to have been
formed from various elements
taken from the four Vedas. For
example, the Pathya (words)
is taken from the Rigveda,
Abhinaya (to bring closer,
communicative elements of
body movements) is taken from

based on rhythm patterns. Nritya
has an elaboration of emotions
and has a blend of raga-taalaSahitya (melody, rhythm, and
lyrics) to support it.
Nritya is essentially a solo
presentation, with four kinds of
Abhinayas namely Saattvika(true
expression), Aangika (limbs),
Vaachika (speech) and Aaharya
(costume and scene).It uses
stylization
Naatya-dharmi
and Loka-dharmi (realistic
expressions).
Unfortunately, at some point
in history, Indian classical dance
forms became ‘feminine’. The
general, prejudiced notion was
that these dance forms were only
meant for girls. However, there
is no ‘shad rick framework’ for

Dance performance by Tejesh Kumar
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the Yajurveda, Geet (Music and
chant) from the Samaveda, and
Rasa (Emotional element and
sentiments from Atharvaveda.
Bharata
Muni’s
‘Natya
Shastra’ is the most ancient,
authoritative and authentic work
on the dance of ancient India.
‘Nritta’ (pure dance) is primarily

this. Boys who showed interest in
any Indian classical dance forms
were looked upon as effeminate.
Rahul Acharya a professional
dancer who has been practicing
dance for 32 years said, “It’s a
very strong misconception that
dance is for women. Generally
speaking, we don’t mean that

Ritika Raheja

high fashion has realised that our
strength lies in our difference
and gorgeous women from South
India and Northeast are getting
the limelight they deserve.”
The fashion industry is one
that is highly demanding of the
perfectly looking models with
the right height, weight and
shape. Plus-size models remain
marginalized within an industry
where ‘slim’ models still get more
opportunities, more money, and
more fame. But certainly, some
women have revolutionised and
changed the whole idea about
what fashion means and what
fashion can look like.
Women in the fashion industry
have broken stereotypes and
turned down the body shamers.
“Plus sized models are slowly
getting more genuine recognition,
also the phenomenon of darkskinned models taking over
is rising,”said Nimisha Dean.
Models are now breaking the
odds and actively speaking
against body shamers and the
fact that they continue to model

classical dance is for women,
but ‘Natya Shastra’ being the
ancient critics for performing
arts, it clearly mentions dance
is for men and not for women.
The dance started with Lord
Shiva so the first cosmic dancer
is Nataraja a male figure, not
female figure. When we look into
‘Natya Shastra’, the words used
to denote dance such as Vrittis,
Natya represents masculinity in
Sanskrit language, so its quiet
evident that dance is fit for men.
The people who have recorded
dances are men in ancient time.
The dancing of women started
with the devadasi system which
came later, even the Laasya
the female counterpart was
introduced to balance the rigor
of male dance. I am not being
patriarchal.”
Qualifying a dance form as
Shastriya has an equal balance
of both Taandava and Laasya.
According to ‘Natyashastra’,
Laasya denotes rasa, Abhinaya,
and Bhaava and symbolizes
feminine features. On the
other hand, Taandava had
more emphasis on rhythm and
movement and is symbolic of
male aspects.
There are also criticisms that
men are given more prominence
in Indian dance forms which
are far from the truth. The only
clichéd example they give to
substitute their argument is
that of Lord Shiva and Shiva’s
Taandava. But they forget and/or
are not aware of Parvati’s dance
which is called Laasya. In fact,
Laasya was a response to Shiva’s
Taandava.

There is no particular form
which is strictly feminine or
strictly masculine here. All of the
dance style restarts with the phase
of Devadasis, which was started
as a part of the entertainment for
kings, that is why it was probably
the propagators that dance is
meant for only girls.
Bharat Muni, Saranga Deva,
Nandikeshwara and others are
the ones who recorded about
dance form great manuscripts
treatise and treasure troves like
Sangeetha Ratnakara, Natya
Shastra, Nartana Nirnaya, and
many more.
Keerthi Kumar, a professional
dancer said that, “It’s a
misconception, from history
when we look at the classical
dance form, there are many
male dancers and when we look
into the mythology the dance
comes from Nataraja (Lord
Shiva) and also Krishna very
closely associated with dance,
that’s why Kathak is also called
Nattavar-Naach. Even in history,
it is seen that the rulers always
had a special place for dancers.
They never had any gender bias;
more prominence was given to
the artists exhibiting their talent.
The misconception came in last
few decades, but now that’s
also being broken. There are
many male dancers coming out
and proving their talent. Being
a male dancer and surviving in
the industry is not a cake walk,
it’s their in every other industry
too.”
Tejesh Kumar, a professional
dancer, opined that “It’s not about
masculinity or feminity, it’s the

way you carry yourself on stage.
No matter off the stage what you
are but on stage train yourself so

despite not being stick-thin.
People often tend to think
that plus size women are not
fashionable. While in reality

stereotypes by accepting and
embracing their body and
demanding that others see them
the way they see themselves.
Shreya Singh Chaudhry, a model
who was part of the Lakme
Fashion week said, “With people
like Ashley Graham walking for
Fashion week, is proof enough
for the fashion industry to take
in plus-size models. Today the
requirement is to be fit more than
just skinny.”
Following the trend of
breaking body stereotypes, a
lot of brands adopt this idea in
their advertisements and off late
even fashion shows like Lakme
Fashion week are in support of
the plus size models walking the
ramp. In August, Lakme Fashion
Week Winter/Festive 2016 held
its first-ever plus-size fashion
show, featuring ten regular
people who were selected
as models after an audition.
Many celebrities, Indian and
international have taken up the
banner against body shaming.
Model
Chrissy
Teigen

showed off her post-pregnancy
stretchmarks on her social media
accounts. Sonam Kapoor wrote
a powerful piece on busting
the myth of female celebrity
flawlessness.
And recently, Kareena Kapoor
Khan shut the body shamers up
declaring, “I am out and I am
flaunting my size, whether people
still feel I am overweight or not.”
This is the era of body positivity.
This is the reason why hashtags
like #notasizeist or #loveyourself
are gaining popularity.
Leading magazines have
plus size models as their cover
women. The latest edition of
French Elle features a plus size
model on the cover page.
Well known fashion magazine
Vogue launched a special edition
of their magazine for plus
size women called the ‘Vogue
Curvy’.
While women have begun
breaking body stereotypes,
whether the society and the
industry stops body shaming is a
question left unanswered.

Tejesh Kumar
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that people would come to watch
your dance. If there is a feminine
aspect within you I respect it, but
on stage, they must not carry that
feminine aspect.”
The
concept
of
Ardhanaareshvara (Lord Shiva
and Parvati) is enough to prove
that the notion of dance being
for only girls. Bharata Muni in
his ‘Natya Shastra’, identifies
Laasya and Taandava as
sukumaara and uddhata types of
dance and not gender specific.
Hence ancient dance forms of
India are not by itself feminine
or masculine. It is either the
misinterpretation of it or
interpolation at a certain point in
history.

Breaking body stereotypes in the fashion industry
BENGALURU: Women are
always meant to look a certain
way and dress a certain way.
Having a particular kind of body
and having the right curves
is considered pertinent for a
woman.
Women
are
frequently
encouraged to lose weight,
maintain their weight, or even,
in some cases, to gain weight.
Plus sized women have always
been targets of body shaming in
almost all social settings.
The advent of social media
has led to an increase of
discussions around a body type,
which has been propagated by
the mainstream media. Models
have always tried to fit under
the pre-existing image of beauty
constructed by the industry rather
than creating and embracing
their own body.
Nimisha Dean, a Mumbai
based model said, “For the
longest time India was obsessed
with fair and skinny girls but now

Ashley Graham
PHOTO- zntent.com

it’s the brands who are used to
making clothes for slim women
because that is what sells the
most and brings in profits. Today,
plus size models have decided
to overhaul their image of a fat
woman and turn it into a sexy
and desirable one.
They have begun to break
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“The role of heroines in films lack characterisation,” says Kittur
Aishani Shetty

BENGALURU: The Kannada
film industry has seen a new
wave of cinema in the recent
past, where directors are
breaking away from the typical
mass oriented stories and
concentrating more on content
oriented cinema.
Along with this ‘wave’,
women oriented films are trying
to make their way, with the
aim of breaking away from the
stereotypical male centric films.
These films include U-turn,
Kiragoorina
Gayyaligalu,
Beautiful Manasugalu, Urvi,
Shuddhi and a few more.
Back in the days, there were
films that were family oriented,
told the story of a woman and
later it moved on to films that
depicted ‘heroism’ and ‘fantasy’.
“This change occurred not only in
Kannada cinema, but all the other
industries including cinema from
around the world,” said Sumana
Kittur, renowned filmmaker who
is famously known for her works
like Edegarike and Kiragoorina
Gayyaligalu.
Many films of Puttana Kangal
in the 70’s and 80’s that dealt
with stories of women were very
successful, but films with female
protagonists did not continue
as much and women were only
shown as the quintessential
desirable woman.

“Films
with
female
protagonists is slowly trying
to make its way back into
the forefront since 2016,”
said Jayathirtha Jayanna,
a talented director who is

famously known for his works
Tony, Olave Mandaara and
the recently released Beautiful
Manasulgalu. Jayanna said, “It
is a difficult process, but things
have been a little different off late
as the audience has a different
perspective and are constantly
looking for good content.”
Sumana Kittur said that her film
Kiragoorina Gayyaligalu, which
is based on the novel written
by Poornachandra Tejaswi was
made in order to cater to the
women in villages who were not
represented enough in Kannada
cinema. “When we make
cinema we cater to all kinds of
audiences, but there was a lack
of representation of women in
villages. My aim was to bring
them into the theatre to watch
films,” she added.
Beautiful Manasugalu starring
Sruthi Hariharan and Sathish
Ninasam, revolves around the
story of three female characters
who fall prey to media’s
manipulation of a certain incident
that arises in the film. Even while
the film had a popular male star
as their male protagonist, the
shots and the narratives were
designed in such a way, so as
to keep the female protagonist
central to the film.
“The dialogues and the
projection of the woman
becomes an important factor.
Our film dealt with a social
issue and as soon as a woman
is central to it, there is a certain
meaning or emotion that tags
along,” said Jayanna. He added
that it is his job as a director to
sensitise the audience and make

them aware of how a woman is
always looked at only from the
male’s point of view.
Urvi that has three female
leads, namely Sruthi Hariharan,
Shraddha Srinath and Swetha
Pandit, unfolds a story about
women trafficking and women in
a brothel. “Often, women in films
are only an element of fantasy
catering to a man’s desire. It
is important to represent real
women with real desires,” said
Sruthi Hariharan. She added
that even though films with real
women, where one can see their
mother, sister or themselves
have been made, the stories still
revolved around the man.
Sumana Kittur gives a whole
new perspective to this issue. She
said that, it is easy for us to fight
and say that women do not have
equal space as men on screen,
but it is important to understand
what the underlying reason is.
“The role of heroines in
films lack characterisation.
Filmmakers fail to give
importance to her story, where
she comes from, her desires and
interests,” she said.
“The main problem is lack of
good script writers. Writing for
cinema isn’t easy. There are only
handfuls who know how to write
for cinema,” she added.
“Women and men exist in our
society together and this balance
has to be maintained in films
as well. The male protagonist
comes into the picture to
maintain this balance,” Jayanna
added referring to Beautiful
Manasugalu.
Many mainstream heroes

usually do not opt to play a
character that supports the
heroine in the film, but rather it
is the other way around. “It does
not have to be that way all the
time. I did not think about how
big a role my character plays in
Beautiful Manasugalu. For me,
it was important that this story
reached the audience,” says
Sathish Ninasam. “Although
everyone, including my director
would refer to me as the male
protagonist, I believe that I just
played a character in the film.
The face of cinema is slowly
beginning to change in our
industry and it is important for us
to make such films,” he added.
“There has to be a balance
between
commercial
and
experimental
movies.
The
audience today is changing. They
want a film to entertain them
and have a good message,” said
Kittur adding that everybody
comes to watch good films.
Writing a woman’s story is just
one step, but finding a producer
to finance the film is an uphill
task. “It definitely is a risk. When
I narrated my script to producers,
I never narrated it as a ‘femaleoriented’ film. I always looked at
my story as one that deals with a
societal issue,” said Jayanna.
“Even though the content of
my film was good, no one was
willing to invest their money
into a film that told a woman’s
story,” said Sumana Kittur who
had to end up investing in the
film herself with a few others.
“Making a film is easier than
releasing it. 10 years back I
wouldn’t have been able to do a

film like this. It was a small win
for me and it helped me prove to
people what good content can do
and it also paved a path for other
filmmakers to try films like this,”
she said, adding that technology
has made it possible to make films
with a small budget and social
media has created a platform for
filmmakers to release their films
online.
Sathish Ninasam, who is also
a producer added, “Producers
usually concentrate on the
current trends and the market.
The trend is changing because
the perspective of the audience
has changed and so investors are
slowly willing to finance films
with good content irrespective of
whether the protagonist is a male
or female ”.
Back in the days, films that
revolved around the story of a
woman was referred to with the
name of the actress, but now it
is often referred to as a woman
oriented or woman centric film.
“Earlier people would say, this is
Aarati’s film, Kalpana’s film or
Manjula’s film. The times have
changed and cinema changes
with time,” said Sumana Kittur.
“Films with heroism became the
norm and a film with a female
protagonist was treated as the
other,” she added.

“Films telling a woman’s
story will stop being treated
as the other only when
patriarchy ends and equality
prevails. Until such time, I
will proudly wear a name tag
that says ‘woman-oriented’
film,” said Sruthi Hariharan.

Authentic beauty of India- Punjab and it’s rich village culture
Artuha Talukdar
MANSA: Picturing Punjab as
shown in serials and films, all
that I could imagine was huge
farms, tractors, domestic animals
and the typical Punjabi culture.
Since a long time, I was eager to
travel to Punjab.
The huge farms, typical Punjabi
food with pure ghee, Punjabi
attire, jutti, Gurudwara and
langar, ancient houses with a big
courtyard, is how I had sketched
Punjab to be like in my mind.
Since my childhood, I had been
to many places throughout the
country. But Punjab has always
been my dream place. May be
having a lot of Punjabi friends
and listening to various stories
about Punjab mesmerised me
with such feelings in my mind.
The culture, food, language,
attire and many other things
of Punjab has always attracted
me. Finally I got to visit and
experience Punjab after a long
wait and I was extremely excited
to reach there.
I planned to visit Budhlada, a

small city under Mansa district
in Punjab. It is the cotton belt,
which is one of the major cotton
producers in Asia.
People out there consider
it as a village, not because it
is a small place or because of
its development structure but
because of the history behind
the city. This place was settled
during the British colonial time
itself.
To reach to this exceptional
place of Punjab, I started my
journey from Delhi. It took me
five hours to reach Mansa from
there. It was one of those nights,
where it was getting chilly as
the time was passing, though the
winters were just approaching
then.
I still had to travel 17 kms
more to reach Budhlada. It was
dark while I started my journey
from Mansa Railway Station to
Budhlada. As I entered the city,
the simplicity mesmerised me.
There was everything a person
requires to live a happy and
content life. Busy observing the
infrastructure and serene nature,

I reached my destination.
Next morning, the very first day
I ventured into the market. Guess
what was the most amazing part?
I could just walk to the market

The farms of Punjab

from the place I was staying.
While walking, I noticed that all
the women were in simple suits,
even young girls. And most of
the men were in either full black
or white kurta pajama with
unique footwear known as jutti,
which is usually made of leather
and is a speciality of Punjab.
There were people who were
in western outfit as well, but the
majority were in their traditional
attire.
As I started walking. I came

across various shops, which
gave a proper essence of Punjabi
culture. There were shops of
Punjabi juttis in a row and all
the shops had a huge collection
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with attractive designs. You
can smell the leather from a
distance. Then, there were shops
where you can find a varieties
of duppatas; embroidery, hand
printed, cotton, silk, with all type
of colour combination. The shop
itself was so colourful that it felt
like it was a colossal drawing
book of a kid and the kid has
coloured it with all types of
colour combinations. .
Punjabi cuisine has always
been an attraction for people.

Cholle bhature, dahi bhalle,
rajma chawal, chole chawal,
lassi, chach, various types of
paranthes (stuffed bread) are
some famous food items. Some
of the royal dishes like shahi
paneer, palak paneer, paneer
tikka, butter chicken, chicken
kabaab etc. are some mouth
watering dishes.
The next morning I headed
to Sardulgarh, which is another
small place near Budhlada.
The reason to visit this was to
experience a proper farm culture.
On the way, I again came
across the cotton belt and the
farms looked ecstatic with the
combination of green and white.
In between I saw tractors
which completed the view of
farms and according to me a
farm is incomplete without a
tractor, especially in a state like
Punjab.
Being away from work and the
busy life of a city, this vacation
was extremely relaxing.
You can just keep roaming
around the same streets and yet
it would feel new.
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